All about Shapes and Colors!!

RTI Friendly! **NO PREP** required! Great for center time, reinforcement practice, homework and more!
All About the color Green

Trace it
Green

Color all the green objects

Draw something with a green crayon.
Color the frame green.

Color Recognition

Name:
All About the color Red

Trace It

Red

Color all the red objects

Draw something with a red crayon.
Color the frame red.

Name:
All About the color **Black**

Trace It: **Black**
Color all the black objects

Draw something with a black crayon.
Color the frame black

Name:
All About the **color**

Trace It

Blue

Color all the blue objects

Draw something with a Blue crayon. Color the frame blue.

Name: [___]
All About the color Brown

Trace It
Brown

Color all the brown objects.

Draw something with a brown crayon. Color the frame brown.

Name:
All About the color Orange

Trace It

Orange

Color all the orange objects

Draw something with an orange crayon. Color the frame orange.

Name:
All About the color

Trace It

Pink

Color all the pink objects

Draw something with a pink crayon.
Color the frame pink.

Name:
All About the color Purple

Trace It

Purple

Color all the purple objects

Draw something with a purple crayon. Color the frame purple.

Name:
All About the color **White**

Trace It

White

Color all the white objects

Draw something with a white crayon. Color the frame white.

Name:
All About the color yellow

Trace It

Yellow

Color all the yellow objects

Draw something with a yellow crayon. Color the frame yellow.

Color Recognition

Name:
All About the Circle

Name:

Trace the shape then color it.
All About the **Oval**

Name:

Trace the shape then color it.
All About the Square

Name:

Trace the shape then color it.
All About the Triangle

Name:

Trace the shape then color it.
All About the Rectangle

Name:

Trace the shape then color it.
All About the Diamond

Name:

Trace the shape then color it.

Shape Recognition
All About the **Hexagon**

**Name:**

Trace the shape then color it.

---

Shape Recognition
All About the Heart

Trace the shape then color it.
All About the Star

Trace the shape then color it.